
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a meeting manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for meeting manager

Responsibly represent the hotel when making proposals and other external
sales presentations to prospective customersin order to solicit, explain,
negotiate and close hotel catering sales
Manage traveler air requests through cvent to our travel agency
Engages customers using selling skills to build complex, connected solutions
while maintaining a balance of high velocity and high service
Responsible for coaching sales team to ensure a high level of sales and job
proficiency
Responsible for providing clear direction and communications on sales
priorities, plans, and goals within their department
Accountable for driving positive outcomes of key sales indicators within their
department in support of store Revenue, Margin, and NOP goals
Responsible for implementing sales business strategies and department
specific plans at the direction of the General Manager and company priorities
Responsible for building sales schedules and managing labor real-time
throughout the week where course-correction is needed
Takes ownership of merchandising, inventory/shrink, services, and other
aspects of operations in department in close partnership with store
management team to ensure specialty area meets stringent standards and
company growth / brand expectations
Responsible for monitoring sales results and progress against sales priorities
monthly, weekly, daily, and real-time and course-correcting as needed

Example of Meeting Manager Job Description
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Charge meeting room rental for corporate and social bookings based on
department guidelines and event room capabilities
Ensure proper posting of attrition when required
Maintain Knowledge of group arrival/departure patterns
Comply with outside vendor requirements, and knowledge of power and
electrical capabilities
Know the hotel’s standard props and decorations for functions
Meeting and audio visual set-up specifications


